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Abstract Diamond dressing process is critical in condi-
tioning pad surface topography before and after chemical
mechanical planarization/polishing (CMP) process for inte-
grated circuit (IC) fabrication. This paper addresses a kine-
matic model of diamond dressing effect on the profile of
pad cutting rate (PCR) with a ring-type diamond dresser
through both simulation and experiments. In this kinematic
model, the cutting locus distribution, relative velocity of dia-
mond grits on a pad surface, and sliding time have been
described as significant factors for non-uniformity of pad
surface topography. Moreover, the speed ratio between the
diamond dresser and the polishing pad has been investi-
gated with respect to the center distance of the pad and the
diamond dresser by the developed method. The model has
been verified by experiments of diamond dressing of pad.
Experimental results show that the dressing marks and pad
cutting rate on the pad surface follow the same trend as
simulation results and the final pad surface is obtained as a
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concave shape. Results of this study can be applied on dia-
mond dressing of pads used in CMP and furthermore can be
extended to investigate an optimal diamond dressing process
for semiconductor fabrication.
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1 Introduction

The diamond dressing process plays a key role in gener-
ating the pad surface topography before and after chem-
ical mechanical planarization/polishing (CMP) process by
recovering roughness of pad surface and removing debris
and residual slurry grits on the pad surface [1, 2]. In the
dressing process, the pad surface topography can be affected
by dressing force, dressing velocity, and dressing time of
diamond dresser. The diamond dressing process can be con-
sidered as a diamond grinding process on the polishing pad.
Most polishing pads now are made of polyurethane (PU) or
non-woven fibers. Due to the non-uniformity of diamond
dressing factors, the pad topography is always not uniform
and that strongly affects the performance of CMP in semi-
conductor fabrication. Many researchers proved that soft
pad asperities wear and deformation appears during CMP
process can cause surface topography changes of the pad
[3, 4]. Non-uniformity of pad surface topography affects
the contact area and friction force between pad and wafer
surface [5–7]. A correlation between pad surface roughness
and material removal rate (MRR) of the wafer has been sur-
veyed [8–11]. Therefore, control of flatten pad topography
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and prediction of pad wear profile in the diamond dresser
process can be investigated in more details. Many kinematic
models between polishing pad and wafer or between the
polishing pad and the diamond dresser were investigated
earlier. For example, Hocheng et al. and Tyan et al. ana-
lyzed the kinematic movement between the pad and wafer
and showed the non-uniformity in pad temperature distri-
bution and material removal of CMP. Results indicated that
the cutting locus density and the sliding time near the pad
center are more than that near the pad periphery [12–14]. Li
et al. predicted pad wear profile by a kinematical model of
the diamond dresser in which oscillation motion of dresser
was not continual because of lifted up and moved individual
positions pad surface [15]. Chang et al. analyzed CMP con-
ditioning process in a simplified mathematical model with
kinematic motion used to show the correlation between the
cutting locus density and the pad wear profile. However,
this research neglected the eect of oscillation velocity in cal-
culation of relative rotational speed between the pad and
diamond dresser, which assumed as a constant in the devel-
oped model [16]. Nguyen et al. investigated the effects of
sweep speed of the dresser arm on pad wear. The oscillation
of dresser in this model was simplified by linear move-
ment on x-axis [17]. A pad conditioning simulation module
of Yeh et al. assumed that the dresser moved back and
forth sinusoidal and considered the effect of sweep angle
on dressing speed but the speed ratio between the pad and
dresser was set by constant [18]. So far, most surveyed stud-
ies cannot completely show the speed ratio between pad
and diamond dresser due to simplified kinematic model
and related assumption. In fact, the oscillation of diamond
dresser is usually driven by the dresser arm in most CMP
tools. The movement path of diamond dresser center is not
linear. Addition the rotational speed of the diamond dresser
is not constant and it is a function of the distance between
the pad center and the diamond dresser center.

This paper develops a novel kinematic model for inves-
tigating the effects of speed ratio for predicting the pad
topography by diamond dressing process based on current
configuration of CMP tool. This study also presents sys-
tematic understanding about significant factors and effects
on dressing kinematic parameters such as the sweep speed
and sweep angle of dresser arm. The speed ratio between
the pad and the dresser is first verified by diamond dressing
experiments to identify simulation parameters. Then cut-
ting locus distribution, relative velocity of diamond grits
on the pad surface, and sliding time between pad elements
and diamond grits are described. The Preston’s equation is
used to estimate the pad cutting rate (PCR) based on the
distribution of both relative velocity (V ) and sliding time
(t) of diamond grit on the pad zones. Finally, experimental
verification has been implemented and compared with the
theoretical prediction.

2 Model development

2.1 Device configuration and geometric model

Figure 1 shows the configuration and geometric model of
pad dressing. In this paper, the movement path of the dia-
mond dresser center is a curve made by the dresser arm and
sweep angle β so that the motion of the diamond dresser
center changes on both x-axis and y-axis. At initial position,
an angle between two lines OpOd and OdOa is perpendic-

ular, ( ̂OpOdOa = π
2 ). In order to perform a dimension of

geometric model, a CMP tool of M15-PVS made by Jeng
Yueh Enterprise Company, Taiwan along with a polishing
pad having radius rp of 190 mm is used. The ring-type dia-
mond dresser with external radius ro of 88 mm and internal
radius ri of 80 mm is used. The diamond dresser implies on
the pad surface with specific down pressure. The motion of
the diamond dresser is a combination of rotation and oscil-
lation. The dresser is driven by rotation of the pad, which
allows the dresser and the pad to rotate in the same direction.
Oscillation of the dresser is driven by the dresser arm having
length ra of 300 mm and the initial distance of pad-dresser
center D of 100 mm.

2.2 Oscillation motion and velocity of diamond dresser
center

Figure 2 shows the geometric model of oscillation of the
dresser center on the pad and the pad center Op. In this

Fig. 1 Configuration and geometric model of the polishing pad and
the diamond dresser
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Fig. 2 Motion model of the diamond dresser on the pad (Op -pad
center, Oa - center of rotation of the dresser arm, Od - initial position
of the dresser center, O ′

d - motion position of the dresser center)

model, Op and Oa are two fixed points. The Od is an initial
position of the dresser center and O ′

d is the new position of
the dresser center when the dresser arm sweeps. At the ini-
tial position of dresser arm, β equals zero and O ′

d coincides
Od . When dresser arm starts sweeping, O ′

d and Od also

begins separating by distance e = 2ra sin(
β
2 ) . Addition, a

line e creates an angle ( ̂OpOdO ′
d) from x-axis whose mag-

nitude and direction depends on the magnitude and direction
of β. Because �OdOaO

′
d is an isosceles triangle, the angle

( ̂OpOdO ′
d) = β

2 . In this model, the pad center is chosen as
the original coordinate system and hence the coordinate of
the dresser center can be expressed as follows:

xd(t) = D − ra sin( β) (1)

yd(t) = ra − ra cos( β)

It is assumed that the oscillation of the dresser arm is sinu-
soidal with sweep angle β = βo sin(ωat), where β0 and ωa

are the amplitude of sweep angle and angular velocity of
the dresser arm, respectively. The coordinate of the dresser
center can be rewritten as follows:

xd(t) = D − ra sin( βo sin( ωat) ) (2)

yd(t) = ra − ra cos( βo sin( ωat) )

While the dresser center oscillates, the distance between the
pad center and the dresser center can be impressed as

Sd( t) =
√

xd( t) 2 + yd( t) 2 (3)

Velocity of the dresser center derived from Eq. (3)

Vd(t) = S′
d(t) (4)

Figure 3 simulates the oscillation and velocity of the
dresser center, in which a dotted blue curve is oscillation
and a green continue curve is velocity of the dresser center.
These x-axis and y-axis are pad radius in horizontal and ver-
tical, respectively. The vertical axis on the right side presents
velocity value of the dresser center. There are two dead
points (DPs) in sweeping period of the dresser arm. One
dead point is near the pad center and another point is near
the pad periphery as x ≈ 87 mm and y ≈ 113 mm in config-
uration of this study. When moving to two DPs, the dresser
arm stops and moves back. The velocity of the dresser cen-
ter at two DPs equals zero and then velocity reaches to the
maximum at the middle of the oscillation distance Vdmax at
(y = 0, x = 100).

2.3 Cutting locus and relative velocity of diamond grits

The diamond dresser has many diamond grits which sepa-
rate around the dresser center by radius rd and angle αi . The
expression of the distance between the diamond grit and the
pad center is impressed as

L(t) =
√

r2
d + Sd(t)2 − 2Sd(t)rd cos(π − α) (5)

Fig. 3 Simulation of oscillation
and velocity of the dresser center
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where ωd is angular velocity of the diamond dresser. The
angle velocity of diamond dresser ωd is addressed in the fol-
lowing section in the form of dresser-pad speed ratio. When
the pad rotates with angular velocity ωp, the coordinate of a
diamond grit can be expressed as follows:

x(t) = L(t) cos( ωpt + ϕ) (6)

y(t) = L(t) sin( ωpt + ϕ)

Sliding distance of diamond grit on pad surface is a long
curve including many line segments. Therefore, sliding dis-
tance is the sum of line segments and can be expressed as
follows [19]:

S(t) =
∑ (√

�x(t)2 + �y(t)2

)
(7)

Relative velocity can be obtained by taking the time deriva-
tive of sliding distance

V (t) = S′(t) (8)

2.4 Speed ratio between pad and diamond dresser

In order to check the variability of the rotational speed
of the dresser, an experiment has been implemented. The
CMP machine as mentioned in Section 2.1 installed with
a SUBA800 X-Y groove PU pad of diameter φ380 and a
ring-type diamond dresser WKG φ(160 − 176)× 60 mm of
KINIK Company has been used for testing. A color mark is
used to indicate the orientation of the dresser. A non-contact
tachometer UT372 of Uni-Trend Company is fixed on the
dresser arm to measure the rotational speed of the dresser
as showed in Fig. 4. Measurement data of the tachometer
is recorded in a computer and experimental conditions are
shown in Table 1.

To implement measurement, the rotational speed of the
diamond dresser, nd , the sweep arm is set in the not-sweep

Table 1 Conditions for the tests of diamond dresser speed

Tools/parameters Characteristic/value

Pad SUBA800, φ380 mm

Diamond dresser Ring-type φ(160 − 176) × 60 mm

Speed measure tool Non-contact tachometer

Speed of pad 40; 50; 60; 70 RPM

Pad-dresser center distance 90; 110 mm

DI water flow rate 120 ml/min

condition and located at the distance Sd as the minimum
and the maximum locations (for Sd , or OpO ′

d refer Fig. 2).
In such case, the Sd of 90 mm is the minimum distance
and Sd of 110 mm is the maximum distance. The rotational
speeds of the pad are set at 40, 50, 60, and 70 RPM for
four trails of the test. Measurement data of the rotational
speeds of the diamond dresser by such configuration are
obtained in Table 2. The results showed that the variabil-
ity of rotational speeds of the dresser is influenced by not
only the rotational speed of the pad but also the distance
between two centers of rotation. As shown in Table 2, when
the rotational speed of the pad has been set 40 RPM, the
rotational speed of the dresser obtained at Sd of 90 mm is
37.5 RPM and Sd of 110 mm is 41.2 RPM, respectively.
This implies that magnitude of the rotational speed of the
dresser is directly proportional to the pad-dresser center dis-
tance. In this study, the rotational speed of the dresser would
be presented in a form nd = n × np, where n is a dresser-
pad speed ratio. In order to describe the relation between the
dresser-pad speed ratio and the pad-dresser center distance,
the line of best fit model is used by Eq. (9), then substitut-
ing the test results in Table 2 into Eq. (9) and obtain (12–15)
with variant rotational speed of the pad.

n = mSd + b (9)

Fig. 4 Tachometer setup and
software interface
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Table 2 List of speed test results

Speed of pad np Speed of dresser nd Speed ratio n = nd

np

(RPM) Sd = 90 ; 110 mm Sd = 90 ; 110 mm

40 37.5 ; 41.2 0.938 ; 1.03

50 46.4 ; 51.4 0.928 ; 1.028

60 54.9 ; 61.2 0.915 ; 1.02

70 63.8 ; 71.1 0.911 ; 1.016

where m slope of the line and b intercept

m =
∑j=1

n

(
Sdj − Sd

) (
nj − n

)
∑j=1

n

(
Sdj − Sd

)2
(10)

b = n − mSd (11)

Then, the speed ratio for variant rotational speed of the pad
can be obtained as

np = 40RPM ⇒ n = 0.0046Sd + 0.524 (12)

np = 50RPM ⇒ n = 0.005Sd + 0.478 (13)

np = 60RPM ⇒ n = 0.0053Sd + 0.443 (14)

np = 70RPM ⇒ n = 0.0053Sd + 0.439 (15)

Figure 5 presents the relation between the speed ratio and
the pad-dresser center distance. The speed ratio increases as
the dresser oscillates to near the pad periphery. Otherwise,
the speed ratio decreases as the dresser oscillates to near
the pad center. Moreover, at the same pad-dresser center

Fig. 5 The pad-dresser speed ratio is proportional to the pad-dresser
center distance. The rotatinal speed of the diamond dresser increases
as the diamond dresser oscillates far away the pad center [20]

distance, the speed ratio decreases as the rotational speed of
the pad increases.

2.5 Simulation of cutting locus and relative velocity
of diamond grits

The rotational speed of the pad np and the sweep speed
of the dresser arm na in revolution per min (RPM) are
converted to ωp and ωa respectively in radian per second.
Dressing time is set in seconds. Substituting na of 30 RPM
and np of 60 RPM along with n from Eq. (14) into Eq. (6)
the diamond grit locus is obtained. The CMP tool con-
figuration has the diamond dresser with 12 diamond grit
clusters evenly separating around dresser center with rd as
88 mm. To simplify the simulation, one diamond grit clus-
ter is expressed as one point (x, y). The simulation has
completed for 12 points. Equation (8) is used to calculate
the velocity of the diamond grit and then the normalized
velocity of the diamond grit (v) on the pad surface can be
expressed as v = Vg

Sdωp
.

The simulations of cutting locus and velocity of 12 dia-
mond grits are depicted in Fig. 6a for relative velocity and
Fig. 6b for absolute value. In both figures, the xy plane
represented cutting locus and z-axis described the value of
velocity of diamond grits. On the xy plane, the blue cycle
presents a pad boundary. As showed in the xy plane, cutting
locus is high density near the pad center and the pad periph-
ery and which is caused by two DPs in a sweep cycle of
dresser arm as shown in Fig. 2. At periphery zone of the pad,
the relative velocity of diamond grits equals nearly zero as
shown in Fig. 6a. The magnitude of the velocity increases
when the diamond grits move from the periphery to the cen-
ter of the pad and then significantly reduce to zero near the
center zone of the pad. This trend has been caused by three
factors, which include the difference of velocity between
pad zones, the changes of the moving direction of the
diamond grits, and the sweep direction of the dresser arm.

2.6 Sliding time distribution

The sliding time distribution of pad elements under the
dresser is analyzed on the radial line of the pad surface. In
diamond dressing process, when the pad rotates with a cir-
cular angle ωpt = 2π , which allows every pad element
to slide on the diamond dresser with sliding distance s(t).
While the pad rotates, the dresser rotates and oscillates on
the pad surface. Hence, value of sliding distance depends on
not only location of every pad element but also the distance
between two centers of rotation. Gathering sliding distance
of pad elements on a radial line would give the sliding
distance distribution s(t) on a radial line on the pad.

Figure 7 illustrates the sliding distance of a pad element
on the radial line while the diamond dresser moves back and
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Fig. 6 Simulation of cutting
locus and velocity of 12
diamond grits on the pad surface.
rd = 88 mm, np = 60 RPM,
na = 30 RPM, t=2 seconds.
a Relative. b Absolute

forth on the pad surface. Op is the pad center and O ′
d is the

dresser center. M, P are inlet contact points of pad element
with the diamond dresser. N, Q are outlet contact points of
pad element with diamond dresser, respectively. The expres-
sion of sliding distance is shown as s = M̂Q − N̂P . It can
be expressed by the form of sliding angle ϕ = ϕo − ϕi . The
sliding distance distribution is considered for a full sweep
of the dresser arm, which becomes ϕ(t) = ϕo(t)−ϕi(t) and
implies as Eq. (16)

ϕ(t) = arcsin

(
ro sin(αo)√

Sd(t)2 + r2
o + 2Sd(t)ro cos(αo)

)

− arcsin

⎛
⎜⎝ ri sin(αi)√

Sd(t)2 + r2
i + 2Sd(t)ri cos(αi)

⎞
⎟⎠ (16)

where ϕo(t) is sliding angle of the full disc-type, ϕi(t) is
sliding angle of empty inside disc-type, ro and ri are the
external and internal radius, respectively. The value of αo

and αi change in the range from 0 to 2π .
Figure 8 shows simulation of sliding angle distribution

while the diamond dresser oscillates in and out. When the
diamond dresser oscillates from periphery to center of the
pad, the rotational direction of the pad is opposite to the
sweep direction of dresser arm so the sliding angle distri-
bution is larger. When the diamond dresser oscillates from
the center to the periphery, the rotational direction of the
pad is same to the sweep direction of dresser arm so the
sliding angle distribution is smaller. As simulation result,
despite the sliding angle is high in the center and periphery
zones of the pad, the sliding angle in the middle zones is
quite uniformity. It can be seen that the ring-type diamond
dresser gives more uniform sliding angle than the disc-type
diamond dresser in the middle region of pad radius. Sliding
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Fig. 7 Illustration of sliding angle of pad elements on radial line; (Op

- pad center; O ′
d - dresser center; M, P - inlet contact points. N, Q -

outlet contact points of pad element with ring-type dresser)

time distribution is calculated by dividing the sliding angle
with angular velocity.

t = ϕ(t)

ωp

(17)

Fig. 9 Simulation of pad cutting rate distribution along pad radius

Equation (17) shows that the sliding time is inversely
proportional to the angular velocity of pad. If the rotational
speed of the pad increases, the sliding time will decrease
and be more uniformity.

2.7 Pad material removal

Because pad elements in different regions have different slid-
ing time with the diamond dresser, Preston’s equation can be

Fig. 8 Simulation of sliding
angle distribution between pad
elements on a radial line and
diamond dresser
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Table 3 Experiment conditions of diamond dressing

Tools/parameters Characteristic/value

Plate PC φ380 mm

Pad SUBA-800 φ380 mm

Diamond dresser Ring-type φ(160 − 176) × 60 mm

Rotational speed of pad 60 RPM

Sweeping speed of dresser arm 30 RPM

DI water flow rate 120 ml/min

Dressing time 20 min

used for the sliding time distribution. It is assumed that the
wear of diamond grits is negligible and hence the equation
is applicable for the pad removal with the form as

dH = kPV t (18)

where dH is the thickness change or PCR at the concerned
point, k is a dressing rate constant, P is the pressure, as well
as P and k are assumed to be constant.

Figure 9 shows the average of PCR along pad radius. The
PCR profile increases a bit at the periphery zone of the pad
and slightly increases after that. But near to the center zone
of the pad, the value of PCR increases suddenly. The rea-
sons for these changes include the high density of both the
velocity and the sliding time distribution near the pad center
as analyzed in Sections 2.5 and 2.6. The wear rate profile
has the same trend as that of sliding time profile. It can be

implied that the sliding time has a larger proportion than
relative velocity for non-uniformity of pad topography. The
diamond grits are bonded on the flattened substrate of the
diamond dresser and hence the cutting rate of diamond grits
is constraint together. Therefore, the line of best fit is used
to depict the changes of the PCR profile.

3 Experimental results and discussions

In order to verify the theoretical prediction for cutting locus
and pad cutting rate, a pad dressing experiment has been
done on the M15-PVS machine using the diamond dresser
WKG and the SUBA800 pad as mentioned in Section 2.4.
Besides that, a polycarbonate plastic (PC) pad is also used
to test dressing marks. The experimental conditions are pro-
vided in Table 3. The pad and the PC plate are softened by
DI water at least 10 min before the test. After dressing pro-
cess, the pad and the PC plate are brushed to remove the
debris and then dried by compressed air. The dressing marks
on the surface of the PC plate are pictured to compare with
cutting locus in simulation.

Figure 10 shows that the dressing marks on the PC plate
surface and simulation results of cutting locus follow the
same trend. To measure pad height of the SUBA pad, the
confocal laser machine is used. The pad is divided into four
radial lines and then pad height is measured for separated 16
points on a radial line from center to periphery of the pad.

Fig. 10 Simulation of cutting
locus and the dressing marks
obtained on the PC plate surface.
a Cutting locus simulation. b PC
plate after 20 min of diamond
dressing. c, d, and e Dressing
marks on PC plate surface
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Fig. 11 Pad surface
measurement set up and
software interface

The measurement setup of the SUBA pad on the confocal
machine has been described in Fig. 11.

The non-uniformity (NU) of PCR on 16 circular zones
and 4 radial lines on the SUBA pad can be expressed as

NUi,j = σi,j (PCR)

μi,j (PCR)
× 100% (19)

where σ and μ are the standard deviation and the mean of
PCR. i and j are indicated for the circular zones and the
radial lines respectively. NU is calculated by the 4×16 mea-
sured points. The results show that the difference from NU
on the circular zones and radial lines on the pad surface. NU
is around (0.1 ∼0.2)% on the circular zones, NU is around
(0.2 ∼0.4)% on the radial lines.

The mean of the pad surface height is standardized
depicted in Fig. 12. The value on the vertical axis is a mean
distance between a standard coordinate of the confocal sen-
sor and the pad surface. Therefore, this value represents the
wear rate on the pad surface. The numbers on the horizon

Fig. 12 Pad cutting rate distribution on radial line of the pad surface
after 20 min of diamond dressing, and the CAD model of final shape
of the SUBA800 pad

axis from zero to 16 represent the measured points from the
pad center to the pad periphery. The result indicated that
PCR increases continually from the pad periphery to the pad
center. The experiment result shows the same trend as the
simulation result. However, the slope near the pad center
of the experiment result shows a bit variation in compari-
son with simulation result in Fig. 9. Actually, the diamond
grits are bonded on the flattened substrate of the diamond
dresser. Therefore, the cutting rate of diamond grits is con-
straint together due to which there are no sudden changes
in wear curve. Overall, the experimental result agreed with
a predictive model and the shape of the pad surface is
concave.

4 Conclusions

This paper has developed a kinematic model of diamond
dressing to study the non-uniformity of pad surface topog-
raphy. The model impresses the role of dresser-pad speed
ratio, sweep direction, and DPs of the dresser arm in dis-
tribution of cutting locus and relative velocity of diamond
grits and then gives the prediction of cutting profile on pad
surface from input parameters. Furthermore, these results
can be applied on CMP tool design and diamond dressing
process optimization for semiconductor fabrication.
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